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If you think distances are keeping you apart from people who matter to you the most, you are
partially right. You will not feel the detachment no matter how far you are away, provided you stay
connected. Yes, we are delving on mobile service. It is phone calls that are the solution here.
Thanks to the mobile service providers offering a whole range of special tariff vouchersâ€™ to the
subscribersâ€™ advantage. Making phone calls and staying connected for a long time is no expensive
affair. All you need to do is choose the right mobile service provider, one that has on offer cost
effective and innovative plans round the year, one that levies low charges for roaming, one that
offers free phone calls facility in certain vouchers, one that offer low international call rates, one that
has a range of low-cost mobile internet plans for you to choose from, and more. It is no surprise if
you come across a mobile service provider that offers free extra talk time with an online recharge.
The extra talk time you get is based on the available denomination you choose. Higher the
denomination for the online recharge more is the talk time that you can enjoy.

How do you know which is the best mobile service provider in the market? Read about all the
service providers on web. Read reviews and blog posts. Take second opinion from friends,
relatives, and colleagues. Ask the retail staff at the mobile store about the available plans of
different providers. After all, once you get a prepaid connection, you will not want to change
operators often or change your mobile numbers. Of course, you can retain the same number and
change the operator after fulfilling few formalities. But why involve in all such hassles. An informed
buying decision will let you avail the best of low cost plans to your advantage round the year. Well,
you can also go by news about the performance of the mobile service providers. Subscribers
increasingly rely on the service provider that provides the best of services. Consider latest maximum
subscribers addition and make a comparative analysis.

When we speak about tariff of phone calls, the basic rate is almost the same for all network
operators. You should recharge your prepaid mobile with a value pack to enjoy low cost calling.
There are dedicated tariff vouchers for local, STD, and international calls not to mention SMSs,
internet, and other value added services. You can go for an online recharge of one or more of the
value packs to start enjoying the advantages. It is possible making phone calls at 1 paise per 2
minutes! You may also enjoy free phone calls depending on the denomination of the offline or online
recharge you choose. For example, with Rs. 5 online recharge of a value pack, you can make100
mins of local night phone calls for a day to the same network operator. Higher the denomination
more are the free phone calls you enjoy with increased validity.
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